INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - MEXICO CITY PERSONNEL
Arnold Arehart
Standard operating procedures for the handling of tapes and transcripts

Did Gestetner, Dillinger, or Feinglass ever request portions of a tape for voice comparisons?
Was it your responsibility to fulfill the request? Was this done in Oswald’s case?

How much did you know about the employees of the basehouse and the procedures of the
operation? [document]

Describe the procedures followed when the station had an operational interest.
HSCA Interview, not officially deposed

Details of electronic surveillance standard operating procedures
Gerald Gestetner & Lucy Dillinger
Standard operating procedures for surveillance of Soviet Embassy & Consulate
CIA operations against Soviets in Mexico City in 1962-63
Standard operating procedures for Americans visiting the Soviet Embassy

[For all three areas, I suggest following the line of questioning that we used for the
Goodpasture deposition.]
Oswald’s visit

If you can recall, explain in detail the steps you took to monitor and report Oswald’s visit to
the Soviet and Cuban embassies?

Did you request that a voice comparison be done? If so, were those tapes or portions of
tapes kept in the station’s files until after the assassination?

Are you aware that one of the Soviet transcribers claims there was another transcript on which
Oswald requested financial aid to travel to Russia?

Do you feel that you handled this situation expediently and efficiently, i.e. delay in sending
the first cable?
Post-assassination investigation

Explain your responsibilities in investigating Oswald’s visit to Mexico City. Who did you
work with in coordinating the search of files? What did you find?

Did you report your findings to Win Scott?
Prior Testimony - HSCA - Lucy Dillinger

Why did you not include information about Oswald’s visit to both the Soviet and Cuban
Embassies in the initial cable on October 8, 1963?

Were there additional cables sent to headquarters or received from headquarters regarding
Oswald’s visit to the Cuban Embassy and/or his affiliations with the FPCC and/or anti-Castro
groups? If so, who would have prepared such cables?
Prior Testimony - HSCA - Gerald Gestetner

Were there additional cables sent to headquarters or received from headquarters regarding
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Oswald’s visit to the Cuban Embassy and/or his affiliations with the FPCC and/or anti-Castro
groups? If so, who would have prepared such cables?
Did you and Dillinger discuss the handling of the original cable and/or Oswald’s visit at the
time of Oswald’s visit and/or after the assassination? If so, what was discussed?

John Horton
Activities of post-assassination week and Win Scott’s papers

Did you transport the “Oswald transcripts” from the Mexico City station to headquarters?
On November 23, 1963? Did this package contain any other materials besides the
transcripts? Where were you working at the time? Why were you requested to perform
this task when you were not in Mexico City at the time? [Document]

What do you know about any Oswald tapes?

After Win Scott’s death, did Mrs. Scott request that you search the couple’s home for various
documents because she did not want Angleton to do so? What did you find? Were there
any documents related to the assassination or Oswald’s visit to Mexico City? What did you
do with the documents that you did find?

What speculation did you hear about Oswald & Cuba/Russia?
Robert Shaw
Standard operating procedures for surveillance of Cuban Embassy & Consulate
CIA operations against Cubans in Mexico City in 1962-63
Standard operating procedures for Americans visiting the Cuban Embassy

[Again, I suggest following the line of questioning that we used for the Goodpasture
deposition.]
Phillips

When was Phillips in Mexico City and what was his title? What were the division of
responsibilities between you and Phillips? Did he stay in frequent contact with JMWAVE?
How often did he travel to JMWAVE for consultations?

What were his pseudos?
Oswald’s visit

Was the Cuba staff notified of Oswald’s visit to the Cuban Embassy? Why wasn’t
headquarters notified of this visit? Are you aware of any cables that were written about
Oswald’s visit to the Cuban Embassy that may be missing?
Post-assassination investigation

Explain your responsibilities in investigating Oswald’s visit to Mexico City. Who did you
work with in coordinating the search of files? What did you find?
Did you report your findings to Win Scott?

Why did you, and not Phillips, prepare cables in communicating information to
headquarters?
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Were you present at the interrogations of Alvarado and Sylvia Duran?
transcripts or tapes of Sylvia Duran’s interrogations?

Are you aware of any

Gregory Parmuth

Interview with HSCA - Cuban photo operating procedures
Prior Testimony - HSCA

Are you certain that you were not the case officer for the Cuban photo surveillance operation
in 1963? [document] Are you certain that you were not knowledgeable about the electronic
surveillance operations?

What was the extent of your contact with the Cuban penetration agents?

If a call to the Soviet Embassy had originated from the Cuban Embassy, but the Soviet line
was tapped, would you have received a copy of the relevant transcript? Was it standard
operating procedure to coordinate such product?
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